
From the moment those first “20 and odd” enslaved Afri-
cans were deposited on Virginia soil, their “owners’” rights in 
and to them were defined and protected by colonial courts, by 
analogy to English common law of property, even though Eng-
lish law itself did not recognize slavery. In 1662, the Virginia 
colony first recognized slavery by statute. 

Lawyers created and enforced those and many more such 
laws for two-and-a-half centuries. Oddly and curiously, the 
scholarship covering the essential and extensive involvement of 
our profession in this nation’s greatest shame is rather sparse, 
perhaps so precisely because of complicity. There is extensive 
writing on slavery and the law, but little, and not one book to my 
knowledge, which focuses on the multitude of American lawyers 
who created, perpetrated and, later, the few who opposed and fi-
nally ended what historian Kenneth M. Stampp famously called 
the “peculiar institution.” 

History professor and lawyer William M. Wiecek said it best 
when reviewing Mark Tushnet’s “The American Law of Slavery, 
1810–1860: Considerations of Humanity and Interest” (1981):

Lawyers, with their utilitarian and ahistorical bent, 
have shown little interest in the law of slavery. Why 
study a body of law that is not only obsolete but also 
professionally embarrassing to contemplate? For it 
was, after all, the legal profession that created this cor-

pus of law, that interpreted it from 
the bench, counselled its clients on 
its application, and modified it in 
the legislatures. This body of law 
was the profession’s creature, and 
it was essential to the maintenance 
of black slavery in America.
 

Former Third Circuit Judge A. 
Leon Higginbotham, Jr.’s seminal 
work, “In The Matter Of Color: Race 

In The American Legal Process: The Colonial Period” (1978) 
is a great place to start this inquiry, but the most comprehensive 
analysis is Thomas D. Morris’s tome, “Southern Slavery And 
The Law, 1619-1860” (1996). Therein is found the astounding 
shame of our profession, at its worst, in over 241 years of cre-
ating, refining and intellectually, morally, and legally justifying 
one of the greatest crimes in history. 

Of course, lawyers were far from alone in their centuries 
of complicity. Presidents, senators, congressmen, justices, legis-
lators, state executives, bankers, manufacturers, railroads, ship-
ping companies, wholesalers, grocers, insurance companies—al-
most every business and profession was to some degree involved 
in, benefited by or at least consumed products created by slave 
labor. Cotton, rice, sugar and other staples were exported from 
slave states to free states and overseas, not to mention that the 
economies of the free states depended upon sales of their manu-
factured goods to the slave states. Out of 31,182,582 Americans, 
393,975—8%—owned other humans in 1860, the year of the last 
U.S. Census recording the same. And most of those owners had 
lawyers who assisted them in maintaining and expanding this 
vile enterprise. 

Lawyers represented the insurance companies that insured 
slaves, plantations and the products of the unpaid labor, the 
banks that financed the slave economy, the mills that depended 
upon slave-produced cotton, and the shipping and trading com-
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H uman chattel slavery of Africans and African 
Americans existed, first, without prohibition by 
and, later, with affirmative sanction of the law in 
the colonies that would become this country and 

then within this country for 246 years and four months, from 
late August 1619 (with the arrival of the first African slaves in 
Jamestown, Virginia) to Dec. 6, 1865 (with the ratification of 
13th Amendment).
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panies which shipped the slaves themselves (up to 1808). The 
un-secret but seldom highlighted feature of the antebellum U.S. 
economy is that it was completely dependent upon the active and 
extensive participation of, and monetary benefit to, a wide variety 
of professions, companies and individuals in the free states—in-
cluding our profession.

Legal academics actually published treatises and casebooks 
on the “law of slavery,”—an oxymoron to be sure—such as those 
by Jacob D. Sheeler, “A Practical Treatise on the Law of Slav-
ery” (1837); John C. Hurd, “Law of Freedom and Bondage in the 
United States” (1858); and T.R.R. Cobb, “Law of Negro Slavery 
in the United States” (1858). In 1911, in “A History of the Ameri-
can Bar,” Charles Warren said these volumes were “law books 
of great importance in their time… devoted to a legal topic, now 
happily obsolete.” A cursory review of just the index of each of 
these volumes is enough 
to make one physically 
ill—“Of Title To Slaves,” 
“Of Warranty,” “Of Mort-
gage of Slaves,” “Of The 
Incapacity of Slaves,” etc. 
Reading the cases is even 
worse. Frederick Douglass 
would actually often read 
slave laws to his stunned 
lecture audiences as stark 
evidence of the astounding 
inhumanity and complicity 
of judges, legislators and 
lawyers in this dreaded in-
stitution. 

There were, of course, 
many notable lawyer ex-
ceptions. William Wilber-
force, one of the handful of abolitionists who brought slavery to 
an end in the British empire, was a lawyer. In 1781, Theodore 
Sedgwick, a slaveholding lawyer, filed a freedom suit for his cli-
ent, a slave known only as “Murbet,” resulting in, perhaps to his 
surprise, the judicial abolition of slavery in Massachusetts. In 
1777, Vermont lawyers made it the first state to legally abolish 
slavery, stating unequivocally in its constitution that slavery is 
a violation of “natural, inherent and unalienable rights.” Many 
abolitionist organizations employed volunteer lawyers who as-
sisted slaves in freedom suits and actions against abusive masters. 
The Pennsylvania Society for the Abolition of Slavery represent-
ed thousands in Pennsylvania and in the bordering slave states. 

Philadelphia lawyers William Rawle, Thomas Shipley, Thomas 
Earle, David Paul Brown and others were at the forefront. 

Many lawyers did use their skills and the law in efforts to 
abolish slavery and to ameliorate its awful effects. Lawyers at 
the Constitutional Convention negotiated the eventual demise of 
the slave trade (1808) and international treaties to police against 
it. Such lawyers often defended runaway slaves and those ac-
cused of violating the Fugitive Slave Acts by assisting runaway 
slaves, filing freedom suits for slaves, and refusing to represent 
any slaveholder interest. 

Yet, for every such noble member of the bar, there was an 
equal and opposite other member in the South and in the North 
perfectly willing to represent slave owners, overseers and those 
with commercial interests in slavery in order to enforce the Fugi-
tive Slave Laws of 1793 and 1850 and to prosecute those who 
opposed the slave power.

The American legal system initially attempted to treat slaves 
just as it did the most analogous personal property: livestock. For 
example, just as the issue of a cow was legally the property of the 
cow’s owner, so the issue of a slave woman was also a slave, be-
longing to her owner. The property analogy broke down, however, 
when the law had to consider two non-bovine elements: 1) some 
black people were not slaves; and 2) all slaves were “thinking 
property.” As Judge Overton said in State v. Thompson, 2 Over-
ton’s Rep. 96 (Sept. 1807) “Slaves differ from all other property: 
they have reason and volition.” How the legal profession dealt 
with these anomalies is as creative as it was reprehensible. Many 
lawyers and judges quite literally made it up as they went along 
in order to ensure the sanctity and stability of this bizarre world. 

As in other areas, slave law followed social convention. 
Indolent, greedy slave owners and their fellow travelers could 
intellectually treat slaves as lesser beings, but daily interaction 
sometimes made it impossible for even them not to acknowl-
edge the humanity of their “property.” “Uncle” Ben and “Aunt” 
Jemima are not just valuable federally-registered trademarks of 
food stuff companies. They are the legacy of antebellum reality. 
White Southerners could not bring themselves to call any black 
person “Mr.” or “Mrs.”—terms of respect—but, at the same time, 
many white Southerners had some degree of humanity, which 
prevented them from calling elderly, respected, house servants by 
their first names. Thus, they created these obvious, intermediate, 
fictional nominatives. 

In an era before animal cruelty laws, slaves were treated 
better than livestock in a few respects: a master, in extreme cas-
es, could be held criminally liable for cruelty to or murder of 
a slave. Unlike livestock, slaves could testify in court, although 

From the moment those first “20 and odd” enslaved Africans were deposited on 

Virginia soil, their “owners’” rights in and to them were defined and protected by 

colonial courts, by analogy to English common law of property, even though Eng-

lish law itself did not recognize slavery.

Frederick Douglass, abolitionist, 
advocate for equality for all people 
and former slave, 1818–1895.
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not against the interests of any white person. And unlike live-
stock, they were subject to all criminal laws which covered white 
people, plus many that applied only to them. Yet, like livestock, 
slaves had no civil rights or privileges and were not citizens. They 
could not make contracts, marry or devise property (if they had 
any) to their heirs. Results-oriented judges were all too often will-
ing to use their legal legerdemain to achieve outcomes and create 
new rules that would maintain or even strengthen the chains of 
human bondage. 

Needless to say, sadly, many in our profession continued, af-
ter the legal demise of slavery in 1865, and for the following 153 
years to the present, to create, support, and expand laws designed 
to maintain what Frederick Douglass called the “invisible chains 
of slavery”—Black Codes, Jim Crow, “separate but equal,” voter 
suppression, etc.

You may say that slavery was sui generis, and there is noth-
ing in our modern society with which our profession is complicit 
as it so clearly was in slavery. Are you so sure? 

Seth Thomas was the antebellum go-to lawyer in Boston 

for slave owners seeking to recover their runaway slaves—their 
“property.” Fellow Massachusetts lawyer and author Richard 
Henry Dana called Thomas a “pimp,” to which Thomas replied 
that he was “just representing a client in professional fashion and 
they were entitled to representation under law.” True, but was that 
a sufficient defense to Dana’s charge? 

All of this makes me wonder of what injustice that we 
may today, or in 100, or in 200 years, be viewed as complicit? 
Climate change, economic inequality, authoritarianism? Will 
future generations looking back on us, just as we now look back 
on our predecessors who assisted in so many aspects of slavery, 
conclude that we were complicit in something abhorrent, when 
we should have taken a stronger stand? While none of us will be 
here in 2118 or 2218, we should be concerned about the legacy 
of our profession in this era.

M. Kelly Tillery (tilleryk@pepperlaw.com) is a partner in the 
Intellectual Property Department at Pepper Hamilton LLP and a 
member of the Editorial Board of The Philadelphia Lawyer.

Results-oriented judges were all too often willing to use their legal leger-

demain to achieve outcomes and create new rules that would maintain or 

even strengthen the chains of human bondage. 




